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If you love your rabbit but his (or her) behaviour is driving you crazy, this is the book for you. I take

the ten most common rabbit behaviour problems and explain the reasons behind them and, most

importantly, how to resolve them.The following problems are covered:1.My rabbit chews at the cage

bars2.My rabbit wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t come near me3.My rabbit hates being picked up4.My rabbit is

aggressive towards people5.My rabbit has bad litter box habits6.My rabbit digs the carpet7.My

rabbit chews things he shouldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t 8.My rabbit wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t go back in the cage9.My rabbit

is aggressive towards other rabbits10.My rabbit spends all day doing nothing
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Well written. It clearly explains the reason behind certain behaviors and a way to address them. I

loved how each behavior was introduced in the voice of the pet rabbit.

"Understanding Your Rabbit's Habits" is another book by this author that incorporates this "10

Rabbit Behavior Problems Solved". Rabbits Habits is easy to read and helps you look at things from



a bunny's perspective to explain their behavior and misbehavior. It's a wonderful point of view for

any prospective or current bunny owner.Common Rabbit Behaviors is the title of two pages (in

Rabbits Habits) of little bunny diagrams that can serve as an index or table of contents, directing

you to the pages that explain that behavior. Or just read it front to back (which is what I did). The

book also includes 10 Rabbit Behavior Problems Solved (Does your bunny not like being picked

up? Have poor litter box habits?)"Understanding Your Rabbit's Habits" should be a part of any rabbit

owner's library. You get the "10 Rabbit Behavior ..." as a bonus in it.

When you can solve a rabbits behavior issue than you can give your rabbit a great life with you And

that is what this book does in great thoughtful ways. The author is very insightful and caring person.

When you go to a pet shop for rabbit supplies you can ask the associate for basic care you do not

need a book But for emotional well being this is the book to get. The other book by the author rabbit

habits is also another must have book.

This is a very basic and easy to read "manual" that I think would be a great thing to add to a foster

or an adopt care pack. Its clear and simple, so its good for people that just want the facts (or if you

have a bun-sitter, parent, partner) that just wants to quickly skim to one area.As someone that

works with rescues and often fosters returned adopts, or "aggressive or problem" buns that are not

given a proper chance, this also does a good job of trying to explain from the rabbit's viewpoints of

"bad" and that it could be "bored" or something that is more on the human side than the bun.

I thought I knew everything about bunnies. I have prided myself on being an informed bunny owner

and bought this book because it was on sale and looked interesting, but I didn't think I would learn

anything from it. I was so wrong! This book helped me with the biggest problem I have with my girl

bunny: picking her up. I had just decided I would never be able to learn to pick her up until this book

taught me how! I was so impressed and surprised at how these techniques work! The book also

really helps owners with many problems that plague bunny owners. I would recommend this to new

and experienced bunny "slaves" (as we call ourselves) alike!

Rabbits are wonderful pets, but it can be difficult to understand them and provide them with worthy

keeping. This book is pretty short, but it shows all main rabbit behavioral problems and explains

what rabbits really need. I think, everyone, who going to get a pet rabbit, should read this book. The

book warns that you should be ready to spend a lot of efforts and a lot of time (and, may be, some



money) to make the rabbit happy with you.

excellent resource for anyone who works with, plays with, loves, or considers sharing their life with a

rabbit. after 26 years living with rabbits, i learned more from this book. i wish everyone who got a

rabbit had to pass a test on this book first! rabbits everywhere would benefit!

As a bunny lover myself, I recognize that the author truly understands rabbits and is able to explain

many of the things they do and why!!! A house rabbit is a very unique pet and always operates from

the prey perspective. The author helps the reader further understand this concept and offers

excellent suggestions towards peaceful cohabitation. I recommend this to all rabbit lovers from the

rookie to the most experienced alike. An excellent resource and pleasurable read!
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